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INTRODUCTION
Cooking food and the processes by which it is made 
edible is an important part of every culture around 
the world. Hot rock cooking is a technology that 
nearly every hunter-gatherer socifty has used at one 
point. Also known as earth ovens, hot rock cooking 
technologies have been found at archaeological sites 
world-wide, dating back tens of thousands of years 
(Black & oms, 2014). In the United States, earth 
ovens appeared within the last 10,000 years and some 
ethnographers have described, in detail, the process 
of creating one. I used ethnographies, experimental 
archaeology accounts, and data from archaeological 
records to create an experiment in which I tested the 
eciency of earth ovens; this was based on tempera-
tures reached in ovens of dierent widths and depths, 
and the length of time the ovens remained at or above 
cooking temperatures. is data was then used to 
create a second experiment in which I tested the pre-
dictability of earth oven temperatures throughout the 
use of the oven. All of the ovens which I tested were 
modeled after ovens created by the Ohio Hopewell 
in an eort to better understand the cultural implica-
tions of the cooking technology with the context of 
the Eastern Woodlands. 
EXPERIMENTS AND RESEARCH 
ON HOT ROCK COOKING
Black, Ellis, Creel, and Goode (1997) present an in-
depth analysis of hot rock cooking throughout the 
Great Edwards Plateau in Texas. ey discovered that 
hot rock technology has been used for more than 
6,000 years in that region. Most of these earth ov-
ens show evidence of multiple uses over long spans 
of time; however, it is hard to distinguish between 
dierent periods of use (Ellis & Black, 1997, p. 9). 
Black et al. (1997) discuss who built earth ovens, why 
they were built, and who used them: a topic which I 
will discuss throughout this paper. 
Ellis (1997) argues that the emergence of hot rock 
technology is a form of niche construction, similar 
to the explanation of Smith (2007) for the develop-
ment of agriculture. When humans cannot accom-
plish something using the world as it already exists, 
they are able to alter the state of their surroundings 
using technology to accomplish goals:
People often have goals or needs (purpos-
es) for which they lack a direct biologi-
cal capacity to achieve. As a result, they 
are forced to rely on extrasomatic means 
ABSTRACT
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such as tools or instruments to meet these 
goals. (Black et al., 1997, p. 44)
In this case, the human goal was to exploit new re-
sources. Black et al. (1997), however, are more inter-
ested in the continued relationship between humans 
and their technology, particularly hot rock cooking. 
When dierent groups started to use hot rock tech-
nology, it began to change due to preference of style 
and function, resulting in multiple, dierent forms 
of technology utilizing hot rocks. Because of this, ar-
chaeologists should be more aware of how they refer 
to evidence of hot rock technology and try to explore 
and explain the context and purpose of each type of 
technology.
Alston oms is one of the lead researchers on earth 
ovens. He explained why earth ovens were such an 
important innovation:
1. ey allowed communities to take 
advantage of food resources that were 
previously unavailable and to support 
larger populations of people (oms, 2009, 
p. 577). Since this generally meant that 
people would be able to exploit resources 
that require long cooking times, oms 
(2009, p. 576) argues that earth ovens 
will appear more frequently in areas where 
geophytes require longer cooking times to 
be rendered digestible as opposed to areas 
with ora that do not require long cooking 
times. According to oms (2009, p. 576), 
earth ovens also allowed for geophytes to be 
processed in large quantities.
2. Earth ovens are fuel ecient (oms, 2009, 
p. 576). Earth ovens were useful in areas 
that lacked slow-burning fuel since it would 
require less fuel to heat up the rocks which 
would then retain heat for many hours. is 
was more desirable as one would have to 
expel more labor to feed a re continuously 
for the amount of time an earth oven could 
be used (oms, 2009, p. 576).
3. Hot rock technology allowed for a wide 
variety in cooking methods that included 
open air griddles, baking, steaming, and 
even sweat baths (oms, 2009, p. 577).
Cooking with earth ovens involves heating up rocks 
in a re and then burying food with the hot rocks be-
neath the ground. Since the rocks can retain heat for 
a long period of time, the product is a slow-cooked 
meal. ere are dierent types of earth ovens that can 
be utilized for dierent cooking purposes: some earth 
ovens are created by heating rocks on an open air 
hearth and then inserting the rocks into a pit, plac-
ing food on top, and covering the pit; other earth ov-
ens are made by heating the rocks in situ, waiting for 
the re to die down, and then adding the food. e 
dierence between the two can usually be inferred 
from the archaeological context: ovens where rocks 
have been heated in situ will contain layers of char-
coal beneath the rocks (Black & oms, 2014). An-
other type of earth oven involves leaving an opening 
to pour water into the pit so that the food is boiled 
by the water heated from hot rocks (oms, 2008). 
As mentioned earlier, other uses for hot rock tech-
nology involve heating rocks for grilling or hearths 
but these are above ground technologies that do not 
get covered with soil during the cooking process so 
I have excluded them when referring to earth ovens. 
For a more in-depth examination of the large variety 
of hot rock cooking technology, one should consult 
Black et al.’s Hot Rock Cooking on the Greater Edwards 
Plateau: Four Burned Rock Midden Sites in West Cen-
tral Texas (1997, 61–77).
Fire cracked rock, or FCR, is a common term used 
to describe the byproduct of earth oven cooking that 
is found in the archaeological record. FCR typically 
signals the presence of an earth oven. Graesch, Di-
Mare, Schachner, Schaepe, & Dallen (2014, p. 168) 
argue that this byproduct, which has higher rates of 
preservation than many artifacts and most ecofacts, is 
understudied and can provide important information 
about subsistence and cultural practices. ey (2014, 
p. 168) use the term “ermally Modied Rock,” or 
TMR, to describe the byproduct, rather than FCR, 
because results from their study performed on quartz-
ite and three dierent kinds of igneous rocks showed 
that it is not actually the re that causes the rocks to 
crack but the rapid change in temperature. Graesch 
et al. (2014) found that while rocks heated by re 
did tend to crack, they cracked at a higher rate when 
water was added to the pit of hot rocks, the way it 
would be added for stone boiling. is caused the 
rocks to rapidly drop in temperature which Graesch 
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et al. (2014) believe to be the reason for the increased 
rate of cracked rocks. ey also realized that the 
longer the rocks were left in the hearth before be-
ing introduced to water, the more likely they were to 
crack. It is experiments such as these that can provide 
insight into how TMR assemblages in the archaeo-
logical record have been formed. Despite Graesch et 
al.’s (2014) distinction, for the rest of this article I 
will call this type of byproduct “FCR” since that is 
still the most common term and the term used by 
those whose articles I am referring to.
ere is a lot of information that can be gathered 
from the remains of earth ovens (Pecora, 2013). For 
example, Sullivan, Cook, Purtill, and Uphus (2001) 
examined FCR piles in Arizona that were associated 
with sweat lodges and thought to have been used by 
Native Americans of the 19th century. However, they 
discovered through otation that the ovens had been 
used almost exclusively for processing plant foods. 
Also found at the site were bifacial stone tools and 
akes, ceramics, and animal bones showing evidence 
of having been heated and processed. ey propose 
(Sullivan et al., 2001, p. 371) that strong evidence for 
high levels of reuse suggests that these rock piles and 
basins are, in fact, prehistoric ovens for plant process-
ing. ey argue (Sullivan et al., 2001, p. 378) that 
the land had been in use for a long period of time, 
producing assemblages and features that seem as 
though they were associated with one another, when 
they were, in fact, from separate occupations. 
Leach, Bousman, and Nickels (2005) discuss another 
way in which earth ovens give archaeologists impor-
tant information. Within many earth ovens are arti-
facts and ecofacts, evidence that Sullivan et al. (2001) 
found in their soil samples, as well as carbonized food 
and wood which may be used to date the oven, pro-
viding information about site occupation history 
(Pecora 2013). While these artifacts and ecofacts 
give information about food processing technologies 
and culture, Leach et al. (2005, p. 201) warn that in 
many cases it is dicult to determine whether these 
by-products of human existence have been found in 
context. ey argue that because of the way earth ov-
ens are built (by removing and replacing dirt), not 
all artifacts found with an oven were intentionally 
used to create that oven. In addition to human activ-
ity, there are also geological forces that could con-
tribute to the movement of dirt and artifacts into an 
oven with which they were not necessarily associated 
(Leach et al., 2005, p. 202).
An experimental study by Jensen, Jensen, and Clegg 
(1999) recreated earth ovens to examine how much 
FCR was generated with each use and how ecient 
the rocks were after repeated use. ey refer to the 
data gathered as describing the “intensity of activity” 
(Jensen et al., 1999, p. 51). is applies more speci-
cally to the feature of the oven as opposed to land use 
intensity, which is more of a description of how the 
entire landscape was utilized by hunter-gatherer so-
cieties. For their experiment, they rst created earth 
ovens. After each oven was assembled and used, rocks 
that were too small to reuse were collected until they 
matched the size of an assemblage of discarded rocks 
(presumably because they were too small to retain 
heat for use in another oven; the larger the surface 
area of the rock in relation the volume, the more 
space there is for heat to escape) found at the site. By 
doing this, they were able to determine how many 
earth ovens would have needed to be red or re-red 
in order to create the assemblage.
For his Master’s thesis, Michael Federo (2009) ex-
perimented with dierent amounts of rocks in clay-
lined earth ovens to test if a variation in amount of 
rocks would produce a variation in temperature and 
heat retention. e earth ovens he constructed were 
all lined with 20 lbs of clay. Sandstone was used for 
the rock element in each oven. He discovered that 
the smallest amount of rocks he used (5 lbs) led to 
the highest temperatures. Using 15 lbs of rocks did 
not result in higher temperatures than the oven con-
taining 5 lbs, though the temperatures decreased at a 
slower rate. He determined the least ecient amount 
to be 40 lbs; not only did it require more fuel and a 
longer amount of time being red, it also yielded the 
lowest temperatures.
Wandsnider (1997) has done an interesting analysis 
of how the chemical properties of food change during 
the cooking process, specically in the case of varying 
types of hot rock technologies. Wandsnider discusses 
how cooking food has multiple benets: not only can 
it make digestion easier and maximize nutrient value, 
but it can also kill dangerous bacteria as well as en-
able longer storage of food. 
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An important way in which nutrient value is maxi-
mized through cooking is through starting the pro-
cess of hydrolysis outside of the body (Wandsnider, 
1997). Hydrolysis is dened as “the chemical break-
down of compound due to reaction with water” 
(“Hydrolysis, n.d.). is process happens naturally 
within the intestines, however, if the process is start-
ed prior to eating, the intestines will be able to absorb 
more of the nutrients from food since more of it will 
already be broken down (Wandsnider, 1997). Addi-
tionally, processing food can kill bacteria and reduce 
potential threats from consuming raw foods (Wand-
snider, 1997).
Wandsnider (1997, p. 7) explains that while simple 
sugars are broken down and easily absorbed within 
the body without being cooked, more complicated 
carbohydrates must be cooked in order to absorb suf-
cient nutrients. However, in some cases as is dem-
onstrated with the carbohydrate fructan, consuming 
uncooked carbohydrates can serve purposes other 
than providing nutritional value. Wandsnider (1997, 
p. 7) states that raw fructans are a good way to relieve 
constipation because of their ability to “suppress the 
production of intestinal putrefactive subtances.”
By using food processing technologies to break down 
lipids, one can accomplish similar results to prepar-
ing carbohydrates for consumption. Hydrolysis can 
be utilized with simple fats to separate cholesteryl 
ester molecules, a molecule of the carboxylate group 
of a fatty acid bound to the hydroxyl group of cho-
lesterol, to make digestion easier by liberating fatty 
acids (Wandsnider (1997, p. 9). Applying heat to li-
pids is also a method of preservation, enabling the 
consumer to eat it over a longer period of time. An-
other reason to cook lipids includes “reducing cook-
ing time, and preparing avorful and more chewable 
foods” (Wandsnider, 1997, p. 9). Cooking proteins 
also makes digestion easier and reduces the risk of 
contracting illness. It is important to note that while 
cooking proteins has benets, overcooking or cook-
ing at too high a heat can reduce nutritional value 
such as available amino acids. ere are other aspects 
of an animal that contribute to its nutritional value, 
including its age, size, and amount of connective tis-
sue that must be taken into account when trying to 
cook food eciently (Wandsnider, 1997).
Wandsnider (1997) has drawn connections between 
ethnographic accounts of food processing and her 
research on nutritional composition and heat treat-
ment. She discovered that methods used for cook-
ing various foods are consistent with the type of pro-
cessing that would provide the highest nutritional 
value. Regardless of the fat content of the animal, 
pit roasting (earth ovens), coal roasting, and boiling 
were by far the two most popular methods of pro-
cessing foods. It is, however, foods rich in inulin and 
lipids that are most often processed in pits. Protein 
requires very little heat exposure (two or three hours, 
for maximization of nutritional potential) whereas 
plant materials may require anywhere between two 
hours to sixty hours in order to obtain their full nu-
tritional value. In many cases, an extra water element 
is added when processing plant material to increase 
hydrolysis (Wandsnider, 1997 p. 22). It seems that 
whether people knew it or not, they increased their 
food nutrition potential by the way they processed it. 
OVENS IN THE SOUTHWEST 
UNITED STATES
Because of the ideal preservation conditions of the 
American Southwest, much is known about those 
who inhabited the area. Well-preserved bone, copro-
lites, and botanical remains have given us a lot of in-
formation about subsistence patterns (Dering, 1999). 
Earth ovens are present at most sites throughout the 
Southwest (Black et al., 1997) and were clearly an 
important part of subsistence strategies. Due to this 
fact, the most prominent research on earth ovens has 
been conducted within the Southwest region. Der-
ing’s (1999) study has focused primarily on botanical 
remains found within the ovens themselves. 
rough his study of botanical remains, Der-
ing (1999) has made important discoveries about 
Southwest subsistence practices and exactly what 
was cooked in prehistoric earth ovens. He notes that 
many of these plants do not require intense process-
ing for consumption. is supports oms’ (2008; 
2009) assertion that ovens were often used for bulk 
cooking in addition to specic types of food process-
ing.
During his research, Dering (1999) constructed ex-
perimental earth ovens in order to compare time, 
energy, and amount of material put into creating 
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an oven, to caloric yields. His goal was to determine 
whether lecheguilla, sotol, and prickly pear were 
prized resources that were made exploitable through 
the use of earth ovens, or if the use of earth ovens was 
a response to subsistence stress that caused them to 
rely on foods and methods providing low caloric yield 
comparable to time and energy required for process-
ing. He discovered that, “Both lechuguilla and sotol 
return rates are comparable to lower-ranked resourc-
es such as grass seed and many root foods” (Dering, 
1999, p. 666). Because of the massive amounts that 
would need to be cooked for a decent caloric yield, 
Dering (1999, p. 666) claims that reliance on these 
resources has been overestimated throughout the 
Southwest. ey were not mass-processed because 
people subsisted primarily on these resources, but be-
cause processing them in small amounts would not 
be worth processing at all considering the time and 
energy needed to do so. According to Dering (1999) 
it is likely that lechuguilla, sotol, and prickly pear 
were used to supplement carbohydrates when the 
environment was good, and were relied upon more 
heavily out of necessity during times of drought. 
While Dering (1999) claims that his research is ap-
plicable to earth ovens found globally, botanical re-
mains found in Hopewell ovens do not match those 
found in the Southwest. It would have been impos-
sible for the Hopewell to process food that did not 
exist in the Eastern Woodlands. e Southwest is 
unique area that experiences long periods of drought 
resulting in dierent subsistence methods. erefore, 
I would argue that his research applies directly only 
to the Southwest and perhaps marginally to other 
regions throughout the world that are similar both 
environmentally and culturally.
Brian Heisinger (2015) from Texas State University 
has recently started an expedition—called the An-
cient Southwest Texas Project—to document all the 
earth ovens within Eagle Nest Canyon. Not only did 
he and his students excavate and analyze various sites, 
they also made an earth oven of their own. In their 
experiment they chose the location for building their 
earth oven on three main criteria: soil, fuel, and food. 
ey also made sure their oven was not constructed 
on a pre-existing archaeological site. eir primary 
focus in constructing this earth oven was to observe 
the rate at which limestone breaks down when ex-
posed to heat. Heisinger (2015) states this is one of 
the many important things that can be discovered 
through constructing experimental earth ovens.
Peacock (2008) focused on the plateau region be-
tween the Rocky Mountains and the coastal cordil-
lera that the Interior Salish People occupied (Salish, 
2017). He agrees that pit cooking was often used for 
processing complex carbohydrates. Peacock (2008, p. 
117) demonstrates that the technology for process-
ing complex carbs was vital for the Interior Salish 
People. ey subsisted mainly on wild plant foods, 
which Peacock (2008) believes they cultivated and 
harvested selectively. Possibly, their most important 
root resource was balsamroot which they not only 
ate, but also used ceremoniously and medicinally 
(Peacock, 2008, p. 119). e pits constructed in this 
region were described as follows: 
Dry roots are cooked in the following 
manner: a circular hole is dug in the 
ground to the depth of two feet and a half 
and large enough in diameter to contain 
the roots to be cooked. Into this hole are 
put four or ve at stones — one in the 
centre and the others around the sides. 
Above these is piled a large heap of dry 
r-wood, on which is placed a quantity 
of small stones. e wood is then kin-
dled, and allowed to burn until nothing 
but the embers remain, when the small 
stones drop down to the bottom of the 
hole.
e unburnt wood is next taken out, 
leaving nothing but the ashes and stones. 
Enough damp earth is then shoveled 
into cover thinly the top of the stones, 
and this is overspread to the depth of 
half a foot or more, with the broken r 
branches, over which is spread a layer of 
dry yellow-pine needles, and still another 
layer of r branches. By this time the hole 
is nearly lled up.
e roots are then placed on the top, and 
covered carefully with a thick layer of 
r branches. e whole is covered with 
earth, and a large re of r-wood is kin-
dled on top. In this way immense quan-
tities of roots are cooked at one time. 
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ey remain in the oven—according to 
the kind being cooked—from 12 to 24 
hours. (Teit, 1900, pp. 236–237 In: Pea-
cock, 2008)
In pits like these, which are scattered throughout the 
Southwest area of British Columbia, more than half 
of the Interior Salish’s root diet was processed. Teit 
also noted that the Salish added an extra water ele-
ment, a practice that Wandsnider’s (1997) research 
proved was a more ecient way of converting inulin 
to fructose.
Ethnographic research has also been useful for dis-
covering who was involved in dierent parts of pit 
cooking. Elder Lily Harry of the Secwepemc recalled 
children helping to remove the balsamroot from the 
pits. She remembered that the balsamroot was the 
most dicult to make, implicating her participation 
in the process. None of the other ethnographic ac-
counts within Peacock’s (2008) article specify gender 
or age of those involved in constructing the pit or the 
processing that occurred after the food was cooked. I 
believe this suggests that, at least for the Salish peo-
ple, earth oven cooking was not a gendered activity.
EARTH OVENS IN THE EASTERN 
WOODLANDS
Earth ovens began to appear in In the Eastern Wood-
lands during the Archaic (Seeman & Dancey, 2000) 
(excluding an earth oven at a site on Staten Island 
which I will discuss later), and continue to be seen 
throughout the Early and Middle Woodland pe-
riods (Wellborn, Yerka, & Barry,  2016), however, 
the people of this region relied on very dierent food 
sources than in the Southwest which is a unique area 
experiencing long periods of drought that result in 
dierent subsistence methods. is is why it is im-
portant to begin researching the ovens of the Eastern 
Woodlands. 
Ohio Hopewell communities were composed of dis-
persed settlements that would periodically congre-
gate at earthworks and mound centers (Pacheco & 
Dancey, 2006). Subsistence patterns, which are con-
sistent across all know domestic settlements, includ-
ed domesticated plants of the Eastern Agricultural 
Complex, but hunting and gathering was still relied 
upon (Wymer, 1996). At all of the sites included 
here; Brown’s Bottom #1, Lady’s Run, and Balthaser, 
Figure 1. All Ohio Hopewell ovens
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earth ovens are found in association with but out-
side of domestic structures. e fact that these earth 
ovens are found outside the structures implies they 
had been used for cooking but it is important to note 
that the prehistoric people of the Eastern Woodlands 
also used hot rock technology for heating purposes, 
sometimes by using passive thermal basins full of hot 
rocks inside of houses (Kanter, 2015; Pecora 2013). 
While there has not been extensive research done on 
Hopewell earth oven technology, we do have data 
from multiple domestic sites that has been collected 
by the collaborative eorts of SUNY Geneseo and 
Bloomsburg University during archaeological eld 
schools from 2005–2015. ese data demonstrate 
the relationship between size of the oven and amount 
of rocks used for cooking. e correlation between 
feature volume and the amount of FCR used is only 
R=0.54 which is signicant at p =0.044, but several 
of these ovens had been deconstructed, meaning the 
functional layer of rock at the bottom of the oven—
which overlies the re layer—had been cleaned out. 
After removing these pits from the data set, the corre-
lation between the volume of the pit and the amount 
of FCR used rises to R= 0.8, which is highly signi-
cant at p=0.006 (Figures 1 and 2).
Evidence of earth ovens has also been found in Ten-
nessee starting as early as the Archaic and then ap-
pearing more frequently during the Early and Mid-
dle Woodland periods. Early Woodland is marked by 
a widespread use of ceramics which Wellborn et al. 
(2016) claim is indicative of a semi-sedentary lifestyle 
due to the time commitment of creating the ceramics 
as well as its heavy and fragile nature which inhibits 
portability. Middle Woodland is dierentiated by the 
appearance of more non-local artifacts and earthen 
structures (Wellborn, Yerka, Barry, & Hollenbach, 
2016). Similar to Ohio Hopewell, these were hunter-
gatherer/cultivators who ate deer, turkey, bear, turtle, 
nuts, and squash, and were also engaged in cultivation 
of the indigenous EAC system (Pacheco & Dancey, 
2006; Wellborn a., 2016). ese resources are very 
dierent from what was predominantly consumed in 
the Southwest. Wellborn (a.) and colleagues interpret 
the increased number of earth ovens during the Early 
and Middle Woodland period to mean that people 
were switching to more starchy, fatty seeds with more 
of a focus on small game than seen previously (2016, 
p. 7).
An interesting site in West Central Illinois brought 
up a lot of questions about the dierent uses of earth 
Figure 2. Volume vs FCR correlation with deconstructed ovens removed.
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ovens and how those in the Eastern Woodlands dif-
fered from those in the Southwest. Wilson and 
VanDerwarker (2015, p. 168) draw attention to the 
fact that while many earth ovens have been found 
in the archaeological record in the east, there is not 
much evidence in the ethnographic record, whereas 
both are abundant in the west. ey (2015, p. 168) 
also make a distinction between direct cooking (re 
made in the pit used for high temperature cooking) 
and indirect cooking (rocks heated then put into 
the pit, used for foods needing a “moist cooking en-
vironment”), which is not a distinction I had seen 
stated elsewhere in earth oven literature. Most refer 
to these phenomena as rocks being heated in situ or 
not in situ and do not make an assertion as to why 
this choice was made. Apparently, Binford, Whallon, 
and Hardin (1970) once tried to make a similar dis-
tinction by classifying ovens into “deep” and “shal-
low,” claiming that the deep ovens with high levels of 
oxidation were used for indirect cooking, whereas the 
shallow ones with low soil oxidation were used for 
direct cooking. Recent research shows that Binford 
actually had this backwards since it is the process of 
heating the stones in situ that causes that high levels 
of soil oxidation observed in the deeper pits (Wilson 
& VanDerwarker, 2015).
Wilson and VanDerwarker (2015, p. 173) explain 
that is generally dicult to determine an earth oven’s 
use at the time of creation in Central Illinois. is is 
because they are often cleaned out and the removed 
ll is deposited into trash middens, and sometimes 
trash is redeposited into the cleaned out ovens. is 
was not the case with a particular oven they found 
at the C.W. Cooper site in which the food had not 
even been removed. Feature 13 is an earth oven dat-
ing to the Early Mississippian period (A.D. 1150–
1200). Inside the oven was an entire feast of maize, 
nuts, weeds, fruit, beans, squash and sunower. is 
represents an incredibly unique situation in which 
this food was either abandoned before it could be re-
covered, or had been burned beyond edibility and 
was relled and abandoned after it had been cooked 
(Wilson & VanDerwarker, 2015). Wilson and Van-
Derwarker further describe the oven they found: 
In this case a clay layer placed directly 
over a large number of maize ears which 
served to shield the maize from direct 
contact with a fire built above it. is 
particular cooking event represents a di-
rect method insofar as a fire was built in-
side (but at the top of ) the pit, but could 
also be considered indirect in that a thick 
clay layer buered the maize from direct 
contact with the fire. It is clear that the 
method of cooking used in this feature 
diers from techniques used in the ma-
jority of the ethnographic examples, in 
which the cooks built the fire (or placed 
hot rocks) at the base of the earth oven. 
(Wilson & VanDerwarker, 2015, p. 173)
Wilson and VanDerwarker concluded that the size of 
the oven, in addition to the amount of matter found 
inside, supports oms’s (1998, 2008, 2009, 2015) 
theories that ovens (or at least this particular oven) 
were used for communal feasting. is conclusion is 
solely based on the vast quantity of food being more 
than a single family could consume in one meal. 
Another interesting earth oven was excavated on 
Staten Island at the Old Place Neck site. What is 
especially intriguing about this site is that there is 
evidence of periodic occupation dating back 10,000 
years marked by the discovery of a Dalton point. e 
oldest earth oven at this site was dated to 6,000 years 
B.P. Inside the oven was evidence of cooked tubers 
wrapped in grasses. is oven predates the other 
Eastern Woodland ovens by about ve thousand 
years (Public Archaeology Laboratory, 2012).
Earth ovens began to appear in the archaeological re-
cord in New Jersey in the Terminal Archaic, but like-
ly were in use prior to this time. Williams and om-
as (1982, p. 112) mention the presence of hearths 
in Early and Middle Woodland, but not hot rock 
technology, a trend very dierent from that which 
is observed in Ohio. Hot rock technology makes a 
reappearance in the Late Woodland which Kraft 
and Mounier (1982b., p. 151) believe were used 
for smoking and drying seafood. Unlike Hopewell 
sites or sites in Tennessee and Illinois, in New Jersey, 
there is evidence of stone boiling and use of talc pots 
and soapstone utensils (Kraft & Mounier, 1982a.). 
It is unclear whether these were used in conjunction 
with or instead of hot rock technology. ere is suf-
cient evidence during the Late Woodland that clay 
pots were being used in the cooking process (Kraft 
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& Mounier, 1982). Another important dierence in 
this area is the reliance on littoral subsistence. 
In Missouri, earth ovens began to appear during the 
Late Archaic period, and Harl and Machiran (2013) 
interpret this to mean that the economy was expand-
ing via intensive nut processing (in addition to other 
food technology such as cultivation). ey also use 
the presence of earth ovens and storage pits to sup-
port an argument for a sedentary lifestyle (Harl & 
Machiran, 2013, p. 27) which further substantiates 
Pacheco and Dancey’s (2006) and Wymer’s (1996) 
assertion that the Hopewell sites at Lady’s Run, 
Brown’s Bottom #1, and Balthaser all represent sed-
entary occupations.
EARTH OVENS AROUND THE 
WORLD
In Polynesia, earth ovens are known as umu, imu, 
or hangi. ere are both household ovens as well as 
communal ovens, distinguished by size (Huebert, 
Allen, & Wallace, 2009). Experimental studies con-
ducted by Orliac and Wattez (1989) revealed that 
these ovens could reach temperatures above 700 de-
grees Fahrenheit, but more often were between 300-
500 degrees Fahrenheit. A water element was gen-
erally used to steam the contents of the oven while 
hot stones were covered with a layer of soil and green 
sticks to prevent the food from coming into direct 
contact with the hot rocks. 
Huebert et al. (2009) wanted to study Polynesian 
earth ovens on the Marquesas Islands to evaluate 
whether choice of wood used for cooking was signi-
cant. Previously, archaeologists working in Polynesia 
suggested that wood was chosen by convenience and 
not much thought went into deciding which type to 
use. Huebert et al. (2009) argue that it is possible 
that closed ovens might have required slow burning 
wood in order to reach and maintain high tempera-
tures necessary for cooking. erefore, wood would 
have been selected for its burning eciency and not 
based on convenience. 
Huebert et al. (2009) tested charcoal from four earth 
ovens dating to AD 1450–1650 as well as three ovens 
associated with houses on a stone platform that were 
occupied after the 17th century during the period of 
European contact. In association with the ovens were 
remains of shellsh, pig, and breadfruit. Huebert et 
al. (2009) results showed that the most commonly 
used wood by far was from espesia populnea and 
Sapindus saponaria. ese species are “dense, hard 
woods which are long-burning and can reach high 
temperatures, characteristics which would have made 
them ideal oven fuels” (Huebert et al., 2009, p. 87). 
While neither of these species are widespread in the 
area surrounding the site, they were often cited in 
myths and legends of the local people and clearly held 
signicant cultural value. is suggests it is likely that 
the selection of wood was not based on convenience, 
but had more to do with cultural and spiritual values 
Table 1 
Hopewell Earth Oven Data
Site Feature # Length (cm) Width (cm) Depth (cmbpz) Feature Volume m3 FCR (kg)
Browns Bottom #1 35 145 137 54 0.561 85.15
Browns Bottom #1 38 160 158 90 1.608 89.45
Browns Bottom #1 39 142 120 52 0.626 54.25
Browns Bottom #1 228 170 120 54 0.779 222.89
Browns Bottom #1 237 210 200 68 2.019 545.2
Browns Bottom #1 246 116 100 63 0.517 301.75
Browns Bottom #1 247 96 92 45 0.281 74.7
Browns Bottom #1 308 133 124 60 0.777 424.5
Lady’s Run 348B 85 85 45 0.255 42.5
Lady’s Run 349 150 126 48 0.713 65.75
Lady’s Run 401 152 118 60 0.761 10.35
Lady’s Run 412 123 123 55 0.583 113.45
Lady’s Run 416 88 78 37 0.199 99.25
Balthaser 11 180 180 40 .916 436.45
Ovens from BB#1 F-35, F-38, F-39, and Lady’s Run F-401 had been deconstructed prior to excavation
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as well as increased burning eciency of these wood 
species.
Earth ovens have been used in Northern and West-
ern Mexico since 4900–3000 BCE (Salazar, Zizum-
bo-Billarreal, Brush, & Colunga-Garcia Marin, 
2012). Earth ovens have not yet been discovered in 
the archaeological record in the Mayan lowlands but 
Salazar et al. (2012, p. 286) claim that they were de-
nitely an important part of Mayan food culture in 
the past, just as they are today. ey base this on 
glyphs from the Classic (AD 250–900) and Postclas-
sic (AD 900–1500) period which portray tamales 
wrapped in vegetable leaves which could indicate 
they were being prepared in earth ovens as opposed 
to on a griddle. Salazar et al. (2012) also point to 
evidence of faunal remains; bones without cut marks 
or carbonization. Salazar et al. point out that Gotz’s 
2011 article claims this is indicative of the meat be-
ing wrapped in leaves for cooking which could mean 
it too was cooked in an earth oven (p. 286). ere is 
also evidence in myths suggesting that food was be-
ing cooked in the ground:
“Son, bring me your father’s bones, the 
ones you buried three years ago. I am ea-
ger to see them. So be it, Father. Here is 
what is asked for: the cooked manioc un-
der the ground; let it be given to the True 
Man.” (Mediz-Bolio, 2005, p. 53)
Earth Ovens are ubiquitous throughout Europe as 
well. e earliest sites are in France and date to the 
Late Aurignacian period (33000–32000BP). In this 
context they are often referred to as “pyrolithic tech-
nology.” Evidence of stone lined pits has been found 
throughout Germany, Spain, Italy, Poland, and Eng-
land dating back to the Neolithic and Bronze Age 
(Hawkes, 2013). Wood (2000) has recreated vari-
ous ovens found throughout Cornwall that show 
funerary cooking has occurred at some sites. Wood 
(2000) also noticed that some of these earth oven 
features contained large amounts of friable broken 
clay. Experiments conducted by the Lago di Ledro 
Pile-Dwelling Museum in Italy determined that this 
is likely due to low quality (riverine) clay having been 
used as a casing when cooking food (Wood, 2000, p. 
96). 
WHY I BECAME INTERESTED IN 
EARTH OVENS
e type of earth oven that I focused on for my ex-
periment were ones with rocks heated in situ since 
this is the type of oven I encountered during my eld 
school experience in Ohio. Excavating these earth 
ovens made me curious about whether the size and 
depth of the oven was a reection of its eciency. 
I was interested in making my own ovens to get a 
better idea of the time and energy that was required 
for this widespread cooking technology. Of course, a 
large part of the reason I wanted to experiment with 
earth ovens had to do with my interest in food. Food 
is a big part of my life: where will I nd it, how will 
I cook it, when will I eat it, how will it taste? I was 
excited by the idea of testing out a global cooking 
technology that has been important for human sur-
vival for thousands of years.
EXPERIMENT #1
Goals
e purpose of my experiment was to see how earth 
oven size and shape aected the cooking eciency. 
e size and shape of the ovens as well as amount 
of FCR needed were primarily based on the ovens 
found at Ohio Hopewell sites such as Browns Bot-
tom #1, Lady’s Run, and Balthaser Home Site which 
Table 2
Experimental Ovens
diameter (cm) Depth (cm) Feature Volume (m3) FCR (kg) Attempted FCR (kg) Actual
Oven 1 75 50 0.198 80 79.38
Oven 2 75 100 0.397 160 75.58
Oven 3 150 50 0.795 227 228.16
Oven 4a 150 100 1.590 454 236.32
Oven 4b 150 100 1.590 454 139.25
As noted in the methods section, we were, in some cases, unable to t in the amount of rock we had planned. is is what is repre-
sented in the “FCR (kg) Actual” column.
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Figure 3. Experimental earth ovens.
Figure 4. Experimental earth ovens.
Figure 5. (From left to right) Stephen Han-
rahan, Sydney Snyder, and Sam Miller dig-
ging what would become earth ovens #3 and 
#4 (150cm wide/50 cm deep and 150cm 
wide/100cm deep respectively).
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had about 404 kg of FCR per cubic meter (Table 
1 and Figures 1 and 2). Plans for the experimental 
ovens can be found in Table 2 and volume to FCR 
comparisons can be season in Figures 2 and 3). Be-
low you will nd the observations I made during and 
after the experiment.
Methods
e rst experiment ran from September through 
December of 2015. e rst step for my research was 
to gather all the necessary materials and nd a place 
where I would be able to dig large holes and make 
res. e latter was surprisingly easy since I had a 
friend whose family owned a large plot of land they 
were not going to use for another few months. e 
former proved more dicult since I needed to nd 
various types of rocks while not actually knowing an-
ything about geology. e SUNY Geneseo Geology 
Department gave me suggestions for places to nd 
limestone, and Dr. Pacheco described a place nearby 
Leicester, NY where I could nd igneous, metamor-
phic, possibly sandstone in a recently exposed glacial 
drift deposit. Various local Geneseo residents con-
tributed rewood from their properties for the ex-
periment.
Figure 6. Fire burning prior to rocks being inserted 
into earth oven #4a (150cm wide/100cm deep).
I assembled a team and we started by digging the rst 
hole 75 centimeters in diameter and 50 centimeters 
deep (Figure 5). Once the hole was dug and meas-
ured, we gathered nearby twigs and measured their 
volume in a cardboard box. We started the re with 
these twigs and loose-leaf paper which we placed in 
the bottom center of the pit (example of the re in 
Figure 6). After letting the re burn for about 20 
minutes, I began weighing rocks and dropping them 
into the re (Figure 7). I added them gradually every 
few minutes until there were about 80 kilograms of 
rocks (53 kilograms limestone and 26 kilograms ig-
neous) in the pit. We continued to build up the re 
throughout the rock-adding process, and added to 
the re for about an hour after adding the rocks while 
we prepared the food. 
Figure 7. Fire burning after rocks have been 
inserted into earth oven #3 (150cm wide/50cm 
deep).
Figure 8. Food wrapped in collard greens set on top of 
the heated rocks in earth oven #1 (75cm wide/50cm 
deep). Embers can still be seen glowing beneath the 
rocks. Rocks around the edge of the pit were placed in 
order to prevent the re from spreading to the outside 
of the pit and were not used in this experiment.
On the way out to the site, I bought 2 lbs. of bone-
less beef chuck roast, 2 lbs. of baking potatoes, and 2 
lbs. of sweet potatoes at a local Wegmans. While the 
re continued to burn, we wrapped the meat and po-
tatoes in collard greens and secured them with twine. 
Once the re had died down to embers (about an 
hour after rocks had been inserted), we placed the 
wrapped food onto the hot rocks and covered the 
hole with dirt (Figure 8). e thermocouple (pic-
tured in Figure 9) which had been resting on the side 
of the oven gave a reading of 220 degrees Fahrenheit.
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Figure 10. Temperature vs time of each earth oven.
Figure 11. Cooked beef chuck roast 
form earth oven #1 demonstrating 
the result of slow cooking on meat.
Figure 9. ermocouple 
reading for third attempt 
at earth oven #2 (75cm 
wide/100cm deep).
Figure 12. Burnt walls as a result of ring earth oven 
#1 (75cm wide/50cm deep). Picture was taken after 
clearing out the food and rocks and digging the hole 
down to 100cm in preparation for earth oven #2.
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is worried us as this temperature seemed much 
too low for cooking the meat and potatoes. Once the 
hole was lled, I pulled out the thermocouple and 
put it into the center of the oven, wedged between 
rocks. is gave a reading of 497 degrees Fahren-
heit, a temperature which seemed more feasible for 
cooking the food. I left the thermocouple in place 
and unplugged the reader so that all future readings 
would come from the same part of the oven. I stayed 
with the earth oven overnight in order to record the 
thermocouple readings every hour. A graph of all 
the earth oven readings from experiment #1 is pre-
sented in Figure 10. e oven stayed above 200 de-
grees Fahrenheit for 6 hours. After 16 hours and 20 
minutes the temperature in the oven had dropped to 
106.2 degrees Fahrenheit at which point we dug out 
the food (quantitative data regarding fuel used, oven 
temperature, FCR, and burn time for each oven can 
be viewed in Table 3). e food was cooked all the 
way through and had a wonderful earthy avor. e 
meat, despite being wrapped in collards, was quite 
dirty, but we added salt and enjoyed it (Figure 11). It 
had that wonderful melt-in-your-mouth quality only 
achieved by slow cooking. e potatoes were soft and 









Earth Oven 1 100% 96% 97%
Earth Oven 3 91% 93% 91%
Earth Oven 4a 98% 86% 94%
We then removed the rocks from the pit. Many of 
them had cracked. About 96% of the limestone was 
not cracked beyond 15 centimeters in diameter, a size 
Heisinger (2015) determined to still be reusable. All 
100% of the igneous was reusable (Table 4). is can 
be compared to the FCR recovered in Hopewell ov-
ens seen in Table 5; one can see that the rocks are in-
credibly resilient and did not break too much during 
the experimental cooking process. is can be seen in 
a few of the Hopewell pits as well but in many others, 




Site Feature # Percentage Reusable
Browns Bottom #1 35 11%
Browns Bottom #1 38 12%
Browns Bottom #1 39 14%
Browns Bottom #1 228 53%
Browns Bottom #1 237 33%
Browns Bottom #1 246 80%
Browns Bottom #1 247 20%
Browns Bottom #1 308 30%
Lady’s Run 348B 52%
Lady’s Run 349 43%
Lady’s Run 401 6%
Lady’s Run 412 53%
Lady’s Run 416 40%
After removing the rocks, we dug the pit down an-
other 50 centimeters so that we could use it for our 
second oven which would be 75 centimeters in diam-
eter and 100 centimeters deep. Upon clearing out the 
pit, we noticed the walls had been thoroughly burnt 
as demonstrated by Figure 12. 
e rst attempt at earth oven #2 failed. We man-
aged to get the re started in the pit, but it was much 
more dicult since there was not nearly as much 
oxygen ow. We let the re burn for 35 minutes be-
Table 3











Length of time above 
200 degrees Fahrenheit 
(minutes)
Oven 1 317,331.054 80 ≈ 20 ≈ 120 497 ≈ 240
Oven 2 464,708.072 73 ≈ 60 ≈ 130 719.1 ≈ 870
Oven 3 348,531.054 228 ≈ 50 ≈ 150 663.7 ≈ 720
Oven 4a 402,308.072 236 ≈ 25 ≈ 60 440 ≈ 600
Oven 4b 557,485.09 139 ≈ 60s ≈ 120 436.1 ≈ 397
*Wood was measured in 2 boxes (Box A=84,977.018 cm3 and Box B= 31,200 cm3). Box B was used for measuring twigs while box A was used for 
measuring larger pieces of wood.
**Rocks represent a mix of igneous, limestone, and sandstone
***Duration of re was measured from when the re was started until the hole was covered
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fore we began to add rocks. Our goal was to get 160 
kilograms of rocks into the re, since the volume of 
this oven was twice that of the rst oven. We only 
managed to put 62 kilograms of rocks (40 kilograms 
limestone, 18 kilograms igneous, 4 kilograms sand-
stone) into the pit before the ames were smothered 
and could not be revived. 
e second attempt we made at earth oven #2 had 
been a day after it rained. We scraped the bottom of 
the pit to remove the mud, but because of the damp-
ness of the twigs and the lack of airow at the bottom 
of the pit, we were unable to start a re. We decided 
to make one nal attempt at earth oven #2 before de-
claring it unusable. Our nal attempt was a surpris-
ing success. We struggled to get the re started but 
this time we let it burn for an hour before we started 
adding rocks. We managed to put 73 kilograms of 
rocks (all igneous) into the hole. We added the rocks 
slowly over the course of an hour so that the re 
would have time to rise again after each insertion. It 
was still not possible to get to 160 kilograms of rocks, 
but we decided to cover the oven and measure the 
temperature to see if it would still reach temperatures 
high enough for cooking. After the hole was covered 
and the thermocouple was inserted, we waited for 
the rst reading. e thermocouple stopped rising at 
718.9 degrees Fahrenheit. is time the oven stayed 
above 200 degrees for 9 hours and it was another 4 
hours before it dropped to 151.9 degrees Fahrenheit. 
On this occasion, we did not cook any food in the pit 
so we did not dig it back up.
Figure 13. Food wrapped in collard greens and 
placed within broken pots. Food was placed into 
earth oven #3 (150cm wide/50cm deep).
e next pit we dug was a few feet away from the rst 
one. is became earth oven #3, which was 150 cen-
timeters in diameter and 50 centimeters deep. We 
followed the same process as for the rst earth oven. 
We built a re at the bottom of the pit starting with 
loose-leaf paper and twigs, then let the re burn for 
50 minutes before adding 228 kilograms of rocks 
(157 kilograms igneous and 71 kilograms of lime-
stone) to the re. We could hear the rocks cracking 
from the heat; one rock cracked and popped right 
out of the pit. We let the re burn for another 29 
minutes before adding the food. We cooked sweet 
potatoes, skirt steak, chayote squash, rutabaga, yuc-
ca, and sweet corn.  We decided that this time we 
would cook some of the food in broken pottery since 
broken pottery is often recovered from Ohio 
Hopewell earth ovens during excavation. I bought 
four ceramic, red, ower pots and we cracked them 
in half vertically with a shovel. We then cocooned 
some of the food in the ower pots and left some 
food outside the ower pots (Figure 13). All the food, 
regardless of whether or not it went into a ower pot, 
was wrapped in collard greens except for the corn 
which was deposited without being shucked. is is 
the list of food in earth oven #3:
• 2 sweet potatoes went into a ower pot, 6 
sweet potatoes did not
• 1 one lb. skirt steak went into a ower pot, 
1 one lb. skirt steak did not
• 2 chayote squashes went into a ower pot, 1 
did not
• 2 regular potatoes went into a ower pot
• 2 rutabagas were added to the oven (not in 
ower pots)
• 2 yuca were added to the oven (not in ower 
pots)
• 5 ears of sweet corn were added to the oven 
(not in ower pots)
We then lled the hole with dirt and took our rst 
thermocouple reading of 663.7 degrees Fahrenheit. 
e oven stayed above 200 degrees for 12.5 hours 
and, after 19 hours and 47 minutes, had decreased to 
110.7 degrees Fahrenheit at which point we dug up 
the food. While all of the meat was cooked through 
(somehow still pleasantly pink on the inside despite 
cooking for 19 hours), the pieces that had been placed 
within the owerpots were cooked more evenly and 
had fewer charred edges. e same was true for the 
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potatoes. e corn that was closer to the center of the 
oven was half charred on the face down side but the 
rest was edible and delicious (Figure 14). e corn 
that was placed on the outer edge of the oven was 
not at all charred and was tasty. e chayote squash, 
yucca, and rutabaga were all cooked nicely but none 
of us were especially impressed with how they tasted 
(none of us had ever tried these foods before). 
Figure 14. Corn extracted from earth 
oven #3 (150cm wide/50cm deep). Ex-
ample of corn from closer to the center of 
the oven that got burned on the side that 
lay against the hot rocks.
After clearing out the rocks and weighing them, I 
found 91% of the igneous to be reusable and only 
90% of the limestone to be reusable. Again, there was 
a very high percentage of rock that was reusable. is 
remained a consistent trend for all of the experimen-
tal ovens from which the rocks were extracted after-
wards. 
e pit that had been used for earth oven #3 was 
then dug down another 50 centimeters to create 
earth oven #4a (150 centimeters in diameter and 100 
centimeters deep). I refer to this oven as #4a to dis-
tinguish between the two times we experimented in 
the hole with these dimensions.
With earth oven #4a, we experienced a similar prob-
lem to the issues with earth oven #2. For one thing, 
the ground was very clayey making it very dicult 
to dig. It was also more dicult to maintain airow 
now that the pit was deeper. e re required con-
stant attention and fanning. Since it started to driz-
zle, we only let the re burn for about 25 minutes be-
fore adding rocks since we were afraid the rain would 
get worse. We inserted 236 kilograms (166 kilograms 
igneous and 70 kilograms of limestone) of rocks but 
the re was not reaching through to the top layer 
of rocks, and the rocks seemed to be smothering the 
ames. Still rushing to beat the rain, we placed the 
food. We cooked 12 baking potatoes (10 wrapped 
in collard greens, 2 not wrapped since we ran out of 
collards). e 2 non-wrapped potatoes went into a 
ower pot along with 2 lbs. of chuck roast wrapped 
in collard greens. When we covered the hole we got 
our rst thermocouple reading of 440 degrees Fahr-
enheit. We were slightly disappointed by the low 
temperature but not too surprised since the re did 
not burn for very long and the top layer of rocks did 
not get very much re exposure.
In the morning, when we uncovered the pit and dug 
out the food, we were greeted by many uncooked 
potatoes. e meat, while it had the texture of fully 
cooked meat, was much pinker on the inside than 
the meat in ovens #1 and #3. We decided that this 
oven did not seemed to work very well but thought 
it was more likely a reection of our rushed re in 
eort to avoid rain rather than the size or shape of 
the oven.
After clearing out the rocks, I determined 98% of the 
igneous to be reusable and 85% of the limestone to 
be reusable. We decided to try the oven again to see 
if we could reach a higher temperature with a long-
er re and fewer rocks. For our second attempt, we 
let the re burn for about an hour before we began 
adding rocks. We managed to put in 139 kilograms 
of rocks (78 kilograms igneous and 61 kilograms of 
limestone) without compromising the re. For oven 
#4b, we did not cook any food so we covered up the 
hole after the re had burned for a total of about 
2 hours. e rst thermocouple reading was 436.1 
degrees Fahrenheit, even lower than our rst attempt 
at oven #4. e temperature of oven #4a also stayed 
above 200 degrees Fahrenheit for signicantly longer 
than oven #4b. Since we did not cook any food in 
oven #4b, we did not dig it up or count the rocks. 
Conclusions
Both the quantitative data from the ovens as well as 
the qualitative data from observations provided vital 
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information about making earth ovens. My ultimate 
goal of producing eciency data determined by tem-
perature versus time showed an interesting trend. As 
shown in Figure 10, all the ovens followed similar 
cool-down rates despite all starting at dierent tem-
peratures. 
Second to note is the eort that goes into making an 
earth oven. While gathering rocks and wood did not 
present a particular challenge, digging the holes took 
considerable eort, even with the steel shovels of our 
time. e deeper the hole, the harder it became to 
dig. After getting below about 50 centimeters below 
the surface, the ground became signicantly more 
clayey and dicult to move. is was observed dur-
ing the excavation in Ohio as well. 
My team and I also noticed that res were harder to 
sustain in the deeper ovens, presumably due to lack 
of airow. Constant fanning and attention was re-
quired to make sure the res in the deeper ovens did 
not burn out whereas the shallower ovens required 
little attention to maintain. Earth oven #2 was the 
only deep oven that was successful in reaching and 
maintaining cooking temperatures. As both attempts 
at earth oven #4 failed to reach or maintain sucient 
temperatures, future research could reveal that the 
amount of rock may have played a role in the oven’s 
inability to sustain cooking temperatures. As seen in 
Table 2, earth oven #2 received an amount of rocks 
proportional to the volume of the oven, whereas earth 
oven #4a and #4b did not. It is important to mention 
that our original FCR goal for earth oven #4 would 
have matched the volume to FCR ratio of Hopewell 
ovens, but the increased depth made it impossible to 
insert the necessary amount of rocks. I did, however, 
t my previously estimated number into the shallow-
er ovens without any problems. Based on my method 
of calculation, I should have been able to t twice the 
weight of rocks into the deeper ovens than their shal-
lower counterparts. Because the ovens were so nar-
row, it was impossible to t the estimated number of 
rocks without smothering the re. 
It is still unclear exactly how much the shape and size 
limit the usability of the oven. Based on the struggle 
my team and I faced digging and maintaining the 
deeper ovens both from clayey soil and lack of air 
ow, it makes more sense to expand an earth oven’s 
width before making it deeper. By doing this, more 
would be gained from signicantly less eort. I made 
an early assumption that the amount of rocks needed 
for an earth oven must be proportional to the volume 
of the pit. After this research, I believe the relation-
ship between volume and the amount of rock is still 
important, but not as clear-cut. A narrow pit with 
great depth would have a high volume, but would be 
dicult to dig, nearly impossible to maintain a re, 
and would be unable to support enough rocks before 
the ames would be smothered. On the other hand, 
a shallow but wide oven of a high volume would be 
easy to dig, have good airow for a re, and since 
rocks would be spread out rather than piled up, more 
would be able to t. Recently, I have continued this 
research and early results seem to indicate that when 
one is able to t in a proportional number of rocks 
as determined by Hopewell earth oven remains, tem-
peratures in ovens decline more slowly.
Our favorite part of the experiment was testing the 
food (and by testing, I mean eating). All the food 
cooked in earth ovens #1 and #3 was cooked per-
fectly despite very dierent cooking temperatures 
and length of time spent in the oven (shown in Table 
3). But perhaps most interesting was the fact that the 
food that had been placed in owerpots was cooked 
evenly all the way through as opposed to food placed 
directly on the rocks (corn in Figure 14). I placed the 
food into broken ower pots, because it is common 
in earth oven features to recover quantities of bro-
ken pottery. For example, 166 sherds were recovered 
from Feature 228, and 243 sherds were recovered 
from Feature 308 at Brown’s Bottom #1.
A factor I did not take into consideration was how 
the length of the re’s burning time would aect the 
temperature of the oven. An interesting question for 
the future would be to investigate the direct relation-
ship between the length of the re burning and the 
heat capacity. While I did not specically set up my 
original experiment to test this, one can see from 
Table 3 that the ovens in which I let res burn for 
longer prior to adding rocks all resulted in much 
higher temperatures. Earth oven #2 burned for an 
hour before rocks were added. is is the oven that 
reached the highest temperature, 719 degrees Fahr-
enheit. Second was earth oven #3 in which the re 
burned for 50 minutes before we added rocks and 
an initial temperature of 663 degrees was recorded. 
Ovens #1 and #4a only burned for 20 and 25 min-
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utes before rocks were added and only reached 497 
and 440 degrees Fahrenheit. It is interesting to note 
that it seems that the length the re burned overall 
or after rocks were added did not seem to have a sig-
nicant impact on the temperature as almost all of 
the res burned for nearly 2 hours total and varying 
temperatures were recorded.
rough examining the rock fracture data collected 
in this experiment, it is apparent that rocks fracture 
at a very low rate when exposed to high heat alone. 
When one compares the percentage of reusable rock 
I extracted from my ovens in Table 4 to the Hopewell 
ovens in Table 5, the trend is noticeably dierent. It 
is possible that the features with the higher percent-
age of reusable rock such as F 246 and F 228 from 
Brown’s Bottom #1 and F 348b and F 412 from La-
dy’s Run should be interpreted as being relatively un-
touched earth ovens whereas the other features may 
have been ovens later used primarily for refuse from 
earth ovens that were to be used again. While I nd 
this to be the most likely explanation, I think that it 
would also be interesting to explore the possibility 
that the ovens with lower rates of rock reusability may 
have utilized a water boiling technique as well. As I 
have discussed earlier, research performed by Graesch 
et al. (2014) shows that rapid cooling of heated rocks 
results in higher rates of rock fracture than the heat-
ing process alone. Had the Hopewell been pouring 
water into some of their earth ovens but not others, 
a highly varied rate of rock fracture, such as one can 
see in Table 5, would likely be observed. Ultimately, 
this would be hard to prove since evidence of using 
the water boiling technique would not be preserved 
in the archaeological record. 
As I discussed earlier, an important aspect of earth 
ovens are who made them and why. oms (oms 
2008; oms 2009; Black and oms 2014) suggests 
that earth ovens were used primarily for special occa-
sions of bulk food processing, as a specialized method 
of making complex carbohydrates digestible, and as a 
way to conserve fuel sources. While these explana-
tions seem to apply in the Southwest, they do not 
apply to the Ohio Hopewell. ey inhabited a region 
of the Ohio Valley rich with wood fuel. eir ovens 
were also much smaller than those described by Black 
et al. (1997), so they were less likely to have bulk 
processing as their primary function. ere is also lit-
tle evidence of complex carbohydrates being a staple 
of the Hopewell diet. Instead, I suggest that Wands-
nider’s (1997) argument for the purpose of pit cook-
ing was a way of extracting the maximum nutritional 
value of food high in fat and lipids, as it is most ap-
plicable to the Hopewell. Since evidence of dierent 
sized earth ovens is found worldwide in a wide vari-
ety of environmental conditions with dierent re-
sources available, I propose that dierent groups of 
people had dierent reasons for utilizing hot rock 
technology, adding credence to all arguments pro-
posed for the purpose of pit cooking. I believe that 
more research into the connection between the crea-
tion of earth ovens and the subsistence of those who 
created them would provide us with a better under-
standing of the technology.
EXPERIMENT #2
Goals
Using the data and experience gathered from Experi-
ment #1, I set up a new experiment to answer some 
questions I still had about earth ovens one year after 
the initial earth oven experiment. I decided to test 
whether or not temperatures reached and the rate of 
temperature decline could be predicted when chang-
ing a variable, particularly the amount of rock used. 
is test ran from September 2016 to February 2017. 
Table 6
Experimental Ovens from Experiment #2
Oven # Amount of Rock (kg) Initial Temperature Estimated 
(degrees Fahrenheit)
Initial Temperature Actual 
(degrees Fahrenheit)
Oven #1.1 80 615 +/- 25 652
Oven #1.2 40 615 +/- 25 621
Oven #3.1 228 615 +/- 25 605
Oven #3.2 (attempt 1) 114 615 +/- 25 410
Oven #3.2 (attempt 2) 114 615 +/- 25 548
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Methods
I started by choosing what size ovens I would use. 
Because earth ovens #1 and # 3 were the most e-
cient from Experiment #1, they were the obvious 
choices. I decided I would rst create each earth oven 
with the same amount of rock as previously used (80 
kilograms and 228 kilograms respectively, also noted 
on Tables 3 and Table 6). I would then test the ovens 
again with half the amount of rock. 
I made temperature predictions for the initial read-
ing from each oven based on the experimental ov-
ens from the previous year. Since the duration of re 
burning prior to adding rocks was the most impor-
tant variable in regulating temperatures, I burned all 
res for the same amount of time (one hour before 
adding rock, and one hour after adding rock). ere-
fore, initial temperature predictions for all of these 
experiments were the same (615 +/- 25 degrees Fahr-
enheit). Again, I measured the temperature every 
hour after the ovens were covered with dirt until the 
temperature was no longer viable for cooking. 
For the experimental ovens containing half of the 
amount of rock proportional to volume, I used data 
from last year’s ovens to predict how quickly (or 
slowly) the temperatures would decrease hour by 
hour. is was possible by looking at the ovens in 
which we t all the rock we intended as well as the 
ovens we could not t as much rock. To visualize this, 
I overlapped the temperature versus time graphs of 
relevant ovens which I will present later case by case. 
My general prediction was that using less rock would 
mean that the temperature would decrease faster. 
is time I knew to keep certain variables constant 
such as the amount of burn time before and after 
adding rocks as well as the amount of dirt cover; this 
was so that the amount of insulation would remain 
consistent. All ovens were covered in 250,000 cubic 
centimeters of dirt. 
e rst experimental oven we created was 75 centim-
eters wide and 50 centimeters deep, the same as earth 
oven #1. I will, however, refer to the new experiments 
performed with this oven size as earth oven #1.1 and 
#1.2 (earth oven #1.1 having the proper amount of 
rock per cubic centimeter and earth oven #1.2 being 
the experimental oven with half the proper amount 
of rock), so as not to be confused with previous ex-
periments conducted. e oven was created the same 
way as in the previous experiments with rocks heated 
in situ and the rst temperature being recorded after 
the dirt cover was completed. is oven contained 
the full 80 kilograms of rock which previous experi-
mentation had shown was appropriate for the vol-
ume. I predicted that the oven temperature would 
reach a high of 600 +/- 25 degrees Fahrenheit. is is 
the same temperature I predicted for all ovens in this 
Figure 15. Temperature decrease over time for earth oven #1.1.
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experiment because I believe the most important de-
termining factor for oven temperature is the amount 
of time the re is kept going which I then kept con-
sistent for each oven (data for initial temperatures can 
be found in Table 6). After burying the earth oven, 
I got a thermocouple reading of 652 degrees Fahren-
heit, only about 25 degrees o from my prediction. I 
took the temperature every hour afterwards and the 
readings are recorded in Figure 15. 
Earth oven #1.2 was constructed the same way as 
#1.1, except that half the amount of rock was in-
serted; additionally, prior to making the oven, I 
had made predictions not only for the initial tem-
perature but also for what the temperature would 
be every hour afterwards. In order to make a these 
predictions, I overlapped the temperature versus time 
graphs of earth oven #1, #1.1, and #2. Both earth 
ovens #1 and #1.1 were important for making help-
ing to make predictions since they were the same size 
as oven #1.2. 
I decided to overlap earth oven #2 as well, because 
while the oven was twice as deep as earth oven #1, 
#1.1, and #1.2, we only managed to t in 73 kilo-
grams of rock. erefore, I believed oven #2 would 
be demonstrative of what an oven with less rock 
would show for the rate of decrease in temperature. 
e overlap of these graphs can be seen in Figure 16. 
As shown in Figure 17, my temperature predictions 
were very close to the actual temperature. I predicted 
that it would drop about 300 degrees within the rst 
three hours, 100 degrees in the three hours following 
that, and that it would be down to about 200 degrees 
(and no longer cooking food) after a total of 9 hours. 
Earth ovens #3.1 and #3.2 followed a similar process 
as #1.1 and #1.2, however, there were a few frustrat-
ing setbacks. Earth oven #3.1 went as planned for 
the most part. e hole was 150 centimeters wide 
and 50 centimeters deep. After letting the re burn 
for an hour, we inserted 228 kilograms of rock and 
then kept the re burning for another hour. Since 
that has been kept a constant for these ovens, they 
should all fall within approximately the same tem-
perature range. After covering oven #3.1 with dirt, 
we got an initial reading of 605 degrees Fahrenheit. 
is is where things started getting strange. e posi-
tion of the thermocouple shifted about a centimeter 
and the temperature reading started decreasingly rap-
idly—a 200 degree drop in less than 15 seconds—
which is something that had never happened before, 
even when the thermocouple was moved slightly. 
Because of this, we were not able to get an hour by 
hour reading for the decrease in temperature for oven 
#3.1. Despite this issue, I decided it was not neces-
sary to test this oven again since we were able to get 
the initial reading and I believed that I had enough 
data from previous experiments to predict what the 
Figure 16. Temperature decrease overlap of earth ovens #1, #2, and #1.1
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Figure 17. Predicted temperatures for earth oven #1.2 versus the actual outcome.
Figure 18. Temperature decrease overlap of earth ovens #3 and #4b.
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Figure 19. Predicted temperatures for earth oven #3.2 attempt #1.
Figure 20. e actual outcome both original and adjusted for initial temperature dierence
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decrease in temperature would be for an oven of the 
same size with half as much rock.
It was with oven #3.2 that we experienced the most 
diculty. is oven was also 150 centimeters wide 
and 50 centimeters deep. I had made predictions 
about the rate at which the temperature would de-
crease by overlapping the temperature vs time graph 
of earth oven #3 and earth oven #4b (which we only 
were able to t 139 kilograms of rock into). is 
graph can be found in Figure 18. 
Everything was going as expected until we started to 
cover the hole with dirt. e temperature on the 
thermocouple was still rising (I stuck the thermocou-
ple in the center of the pit while we lled the hole 
since it takes a while for the temperature reading to 
peak, that way I can get the initial reading as soon as 
the hole is covered) and had hit 400 degrees Fahren-
heit when all of a sudden, it dropped to 250 degrees 
and kept dropping. After about 10 minutes of d-
dling with the instrument and completing the hole, 
we managed to get a reading of 410 degrees Fahren-
heit, much lower than the predicted temperature of 
615 +/- 25 degrees that it should have been. I still 
recorded the temperature every hour, but knew that 
this experiment would need to be repeated and a new 
thermocouple might need to be purchased. e in-
teresting thing about the temperatures I recorded 
from this oven was that the predictions I had made 
for the rate of temperature decrease starting at 410 
degrees matched up perfectly with the temperatures I 
recorded (Figures 19 and 20), meaning that I had still 
accurately predicted the rate of decrease in tempera-
ture, just from a dierent starting point. In my hour 
by hour predictions, I had estimated that by the time 
the oven reached 400 +/- 25 degrees Fahrenheit that 
it would that it would drop to about 210 +/- 25 de-
grees Fahrenheit within three hours and two hours 
after that it would be close to 170 +/- 25 degrees. 
When the graph of the actual temperature decrease is 
shifted so that the actual starting point of 410 de-
grees Fahrenheit lines up with the 400 +/- degree 
Fahrenheit mark of my prediction, the rate of tem-
perature decrease ts exactly within these parameters
After purchasing a new thermocouple rod, we at-
tempted earth oven #3.2 again. is time we got an 
initial reading of 548 degrees Fahrenheit, a tempera-
ture that made much more sense, and one which did 
not dramatically drop at the slightest movement of 
the thermocouple. Hourly temperature decreases for 
this oven can be seen in Figure 21. My predictions re-
mained the same from the rst time I attempted this 
Figure 21. Predicted temperatures for earth oven #3.2 versus the actual outcome
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oven: 300 +/- 25 degrees within the rst three hours, 
180 +/- 25 degrees in the three hours following, and 
150 +/- 25 degrees by hour 9. is time, the oven 
actually remained both hotter and lasted longer than 
I expected. Unlike oven #1.2 and the rst attempt at 
oven #3.2, the actual rate of decrease in temperature 
did not t neatly into the parameters I had predicted, 
even though it was very close. 
You will notice that the predictions I made for the 
hourly temperature decrease for ovens #1.2 and #3.2 
are not the same. is is because temperature pre-
dictions were made based on separate sets oven ex-
perimental ovens, ovens which corresponded directly 
with shape and volume of the ovens for which I was 
making the predictions. Because the temperature de-
crease was dierent in the narrower ovens from last 
year compared to the wider ones, my predictions 
were dierent between the two as well. 
Conclusion
As shown in the predicted versus actual temperature 
graphs, the rate of temperature decrease was not only 
faster for the ovens when they had half the amount 
of, but it was also predictable to some degree. I think 
this is important since it could mean that one could 
potentially cook dierent foods with the knowledge 
that letting a re burn for longer or adding less rock 
would consistently yield a hotter oven or an oven 
that decreases in temperature more quickly. 
I do not think it is unreasonable to propose that pre-
historic people would have been aware of how vari-
ables aected earth oven temperature and utilized 
this knowledge when cooking. While they would not 
have had tools to measure temperature to the exact 
degree, they would have realized, “hey, when I let the 
re burn for a really long time and ll the hole with 
a ton of rocks, my meat burns. But when I do not 
burn the re for as long or add so many rocks, my 
meat does not burn,” they would have realized the 
consequences of the above examinations in the qual-
ity of the cooked food.
Without testing specic foods in ovens with varying 
amount of rocks, it is hard to determine which ovens 
are most ecient for cooking which types of foods. 
However, I believe it is fair to presume that ber-rich 
resources were likely cooked in ovens that required 
larger amounts of rock since these resources would 
have need longer processing times in order to become 
edible. Since I already knew the average Hopewell 
oven from Brown’s Bottom, Lady’s Run, and Bal-
thaser contained 404 kg of FCR per cubic meter of 
oven, I looked at the ratio of FCR to oven volume 
for individual ovens in order to guess which types of 
foods were cooked in which ovens ( 10). I eliminated 
the ovens that had been deconstructed prior to exca-
vation in this analysis. Ovens with an above average 
ratio of FCR to volume such as F 246 and F 308 
from Brown’s Bottom, F 416 from Lady’s Run, and 
F 11 from Balthaser, are all ovens in which starchy 
or ber-rich resources may have been processed since 
the temperatures in these ovens would have remained 
hotter for longer periods of time. Ovens with a very 
low ratio of rock to volume, such as F 348b, F 349, 
and F 412 from Lady’s run, may have been used for 
processing foods such as meat, which do not require 
high temperatures to be maintained for long periods 
of time and therefore do not require as many rocks.
Table 7 
Ratio of FCR to pit volume for Hopewell Earth Ovens
Site Feature # Kg of FCR/ m3
Browns Bottom #1 228 286
Browns Bottom #1 237 270
Browns Bottom #1 246 583
Browns Bottom #1 247 265
Browns Bottom #1 308 546
Lady’s Run 348B 167
Lady’s Run 349 92
Lady’s Run 412 195
Lady’s Run 416 499
Balthaser 11 476
is research gives new insight into how earth ovens 
work and how the variability between ovens found in 
the archaeological record might be reective of what 
was being cooked in them or an attempt by prehis-
toric people to control oven temperatures.  
I believe there is still a lot of work that could be done 
to give us a better understanding of earth ovens as a 
prehistoric cooking technology. As I have mentioned 
before, most of the studies done in the United States 
have been conducted in the Southwest and some have 
assumed that the results from those experiments are 
applicable to all earth ovens everywhere; I would ar-
gue, however, that the way earth ovens are made and 
the reasons for which they are created vary by region 
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and are aected by resource availability, local fuel 
sources, and the culturally constructed ideas people 
have about food, its production, and its processing. 
Instead of trying to apply one set of standards to all 
earth ovens, research should focus on ways in which 
we can understand ovens in a variable context. I be-
lieve my research meets this criteria as it not only 
presents a better understanding of creating an earth 
oven in the Eastern Woodlands (a region where earth 
ovens have not been extensively studied), but also 
demonstrates a new way of evaluating earth ovens 
and their properties. 
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